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(p. 661) Chapter 29 Taming the Doctrine of Pre-Emption
I. Introduction
One of the most contested questions in the jus ad bellum is whether and when it is lawful for a state
to use force unilaterally before it suffers an armed attack. The question took on particular salience
in 2002, when the US claimed—more clearly and assertively than before—that a state could use
force to forestall certain hostile acts by its adversaries.1 Twelve years after that controversial
assertion, it is well worth assessing where the debate currently stands and where it is heading.
Because states and scholars use a variety of poorly defined terms to discuss acts of self-defence
in advance of an attack, Section II sorts through the terminology. Section III lays down the basic
positions in the historical debate about the legality of such self-defence. Section IV turns to new
pressures on self-defence brought on by new actors, new threats, and new technologies. Section V
considers the future of pre-emption. It concludes that recent trends in state practice and in
scholarship reveal that the timing of a state’s right to use force in self-defence continues to evolve,
particularly when the fact patterns implicate terrorist groups or weapons of (p. 662) mass
destruction (WMD). Yet certain technological developments make it difficult to predict the degree to
which this evolution will continue.

II. Terminology
States and scholars tend to use three different terms when discussing the use of force in selfdefence in advance of an armed attack: anticipatory self-defence, pre-emptive self-defence, and
preventive self-defence. Yet these terms defy crisp definition.2 For instance, some use ‘anticipatory
self-defence’ as a catch-all description for any self-defence that precedes an attack.3 Others use
‘anticipatory self-defence’ to describe only the narrowest and least-controversial form of pre-attack
self-defence—that which meets the requirements set forth in the exchange of notes between the
US and the UK in the wake of the Caroline incident.4 This chapter uses the terms as follows:
Anticipatory self-defence means the use of force in self-defence to halt an imminent armed attack
by a state or a non-state actor. This approach adheres to the Caroline principle that a state may
respond to an attack before it is completed, but only where the need to respond is ‘instant,
overwhelming, and leaving no choice of means, and no moment for deliberation.’5 Although the
potential victim state has not yet suffered a completed armed attack, it perceives the attack to be
temporally imminent—as when the enemy is about to launch missiles towards the victim state.
Pre-emptive self-defence means the use of force in self-defence to halt a particular tangible
course of action that the potential victim state perceives will shortly evolve into an armed attack
against it.6 The potential attack appears more distant in time than an attack forestalled by
anticipatory self-defence, but the potential victim state (p. 663) has good reasons to believe that
the attack is likely, is near at hand, and, if it takes place, will result in significant harm.
Preventive self-defence means the use of force in self-defence to halt a serious future threat of an
armed attack, without clarity about when or where that attack may emerge.7 Its advocates focus on
the quantum of the threat to be avoided and the difficulty in ascertaining precisely when and how
that threat will manifest itself as an armed attack. A state’s use of force may also be viewed as
preventive when it purports to respond to a state’s or group’s threatening behaviour in the
absence of credible evidence that the state or group has the capacity and intent to attack.
These terms describe uses of force on a temporal continuum, with anticipatory self-defence closest
to the full manifestation of the armed attack and preventive self-defence the furthest away.
Anticipatory self-defence requires a state to be virtually certain about the time, place, author, and
fact of the future attack; preventive self-defence requires no such certainty about those factors.
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III. Representative Positions in the Debate
States, international organizations, and scholars hold a wide range of views on when international
law permits a state to use force unilaterally before it has suffered an armed attack.8 Many
international actors express comfort with the legality of anticipatory self-defence, with some states
and scholars defending pre-emptive self-defence. The view that a state must wait to suffer an
armed attack before being able to respond forcibly now appears to be a minority view,9 as does
the view that preventive self-defence is lawful. The following discussion articulates the arguments
in favour of distinct positions on the temporal continuum.
Before describing key positions in the debate, it is worth identifying a larger point about the nature
of self-defence. To some extent, all uses of force in self-defence in (p. 664) response to a
completed armed attack have an anticipatory element in them. That is, for force to be ‘necessary’,
the victim state must anticipate that the attacker has the capacity and intent to strike again.10 The
difference is plain between self-defence after and in advance of an attack: in the former situation,
the attacker has already demonstrated an intent and willingness to attack. Nevertheless, selfdefence in response to a completed armed attack contains a predictive element similar to that of
anticipatory and pre-emptive self-defence.

A. Requirement of an Armed Attack
One school of thought holds that a state may not use force in self-defence unless and until it
suffers an armed attack.11 Those who defend this view cite the plain language of Article 51 of the
UN Charter, which states, ‘Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual
or collective self-defense if an armed attack occurs…’12 By their reading, the right to self-defence
does not exist if an armed attack has not yet occurred. Adherents to this view include Ian
Brownlie,13 Louis Henkin,14 and Philip Jessup.15 Policies underlying this position include a concern
about replacing a bright-line rule with a hazy one; 16 a fear of minimizing the importance of
resorting to the Security Council to adjudge threats to international peace and security before
those threats materialize; and a desire maximally to enforce the comprehensive prohibition on
interstate uses of force in Article 2(4) of the UN Charter. Further, a rule that allows a state to use
force in advance of an armed attack may lead states to pre-empt each other’s pre-emptive acts of
self-defence.17 Yet even scholars such as Brownlie concede that in some circumstances a
potential victim (p. 665) state may respond with force to apparently offensive operations that have
not yet resulted in an attack.18

B. Anticipatory Self-Defence
Others find it legally and strategically untenable to require a state to suffer an armed attack before
it may respond, and believe that international law allows a state to resort to force in anticipatory
self-defence.19 Members of this school argue that Article 51 specifically preserves the ‘inherent’
right of self-defence, which they interpret to mean the right as it existed before states drafted the
Charter.20 That right embraced the rule captured most clearly in the famous Caroline incident of
1837: a state may use force in anticipation of an imminent armed attack. The international military
tribunals at Nuremberg and Tokyo cited the Caroline test, which this group sees as evidence that
the right of anticipatory self-defence clearly existed pre-Charter.21
Several states have invoked anticipatory self-defence to justify their own uses of force or that of
other states.22 A number of scholars identify Israel’s use of force against Egypt in 1967—where
Israel attacked Egypt’s air force after Egypt massed its forces on the Israeli border and closed the
Straits of Tiran—as a classic example of anticipatory self-defence.23 Israel came under little
criticism in the UN Security Council or General Assembly for its actions.24 Several UN-related
reports also (p. 666) embrace this approach to self-defence. In 2004, for instance, the SecretaryGeneral’s High-Level Panel on Threats, Challenges and Change stated, ‘[A] threatened State,
according to long established international law, can take military action as long as the threatened
25
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attack is imminent, no other means would deflect it and the action is proportionate.’25
Those who embrace anticipatory self-defence but reject pre-emptive self-defence reveal a
commitment to limit self-defence only to situations in which the forthcoming armed attack is both
very close at hand and virtually certain. This stems from a desire to cabin the ‘slippery slope’ of
pre-attack self-defence while acknowledging the reality that no state, given the means, would stand
by to suffer a first blow.26 As Matthew Waxman explains, ‘Requiring that a specific attack be about
to occur helps ensure that a defender exhaust other, non-forcible means, and it reduces the
likelihood of mistakes, insofar as waiting until that point is more likely to expose an adversary’s true
intentions.’27

C. Pre-Emptive Self-Defence
Increasingly, some states and scholars argue that the Caroline requirements are too restrictive.
Michael Doyle points out that there is virtually no historical use of force that meets those rigorous
factors.28 In general, this group seeks to redefine and expand the ‘imminence’ requirement to deal
with new threats.29 Instead of forcing a state to wait until the attack is underway, or about to
commence, this school deems lawful a response that takes place in the last window of opportunity
in which a state may act effectively to defend itself against an entity that has both the intent and
capacity to attack.30 This might mean that a state may attack a WMD storage facility (p. 667) in
another state where it has concrete intelligence that the latter state is about to transfer nuclear
weapons to a terrorist group. In contrast, it would not be lawful for the state to attack that facility if it
only had generalized concerns that the other state someday may transfer WMD to those
terrorists.31
At the same time, this school demands a significant level of certainty about the risk of the incoming
attack and a short time horizon in which the threat will materialize. For those who deem pre-emptive
self-defence lawful, drawing a credible line between pre-emptive self-defence and (unlawful)
preventive self-defence is a challenge, implicating questions about what types of intelligence
should be required and what degree of confidence a state must have about the accuracy of that
intelligence. Section IV discusses how scholars have proposed to cabin the potential misuse of preemptive self-defence.
A number of states defend the lawfulness of pre-emptive self-defence. Indeed, some of their
statements might be read to support preventive self-defence, a concept discussed in the following
section. Most famously, in 2002 the US produced a National Security Strategy that clearly argued
for the propriety of pre-emptive self-defence.32 The document stated, ‘If necessary, however,
under long-standing principles of self-defense, we do not rule out the use of force before attacks
occur, even if uncertainty remains as to the time and place of the enemy’s attack. When the
consequences of an attack with WMD are potentially so devastating, we cannot afford to stand idly
by as grave dangers materialise. This is the principle and logic of pre-emption.’33 Australia, Japan,
and the UK have also defended their right to use force in certain situations to prevent terrorist or
WMD threats from materializing.34 Japan, for example, has publicly contemplated using pre-emptive
force against North Korea if it has strong evidence that North Korea is planning a missile attack
against it.35 In 2012, Russia suggested that it was prepared to use ‘pre-emptive force’ (p. 668)
against missile-defence sites in Poland, though its statements provided no detail about the precise
type of threat it believed would trigger that right.36

D. Preventive Self-Defence
It is uncontroverted that preventive use of force is lawful when the UN Security Council authorizes
it. The Security Council clearly may allow states to take forcible measures against a ‘threat to the
peace’.37 The High-Level Panel Report reflected this understanding when it rejected arguments for
unilateral acts of preventive self-defence but stated, ‘if there are good arguments for preventive
military action, with good evidence to support them, they should be put to the Security Council,
38
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which can authorise such action if it chooses to.’38 In this view, the Council serves as a ‘jurying or
adjudicative process’ through which to assess claims that another state’s actions pose a threat to
international peace and security.39
Unilateral use of force in preventive self-defence is far more controversial than Council-authorized
preventive uses of force. Yet it has its supporters. First, the US position is often characterized as
favouring preventive self-defence; the US has articulated a right to use force in the face of
perceived threats posed by WMD ‘even if uncertainty remains as to the time and place of the
enemy’s attack.’40 The US view is driven by a concern that restricting state action until the threat
of attack looms large may mean foregoing the opportunity to respond to the attack at all—an
unacceptable outcome when that threat involves terrorists, WMD, or both. Secondly, several
scholars accept preventive (and other) uses of force because they see the UN Charter as
defunct.41
Those who support anticipatory or pre-emptive self-defence but reject preventive self-defence
believe that ‘the risk to the global order and the norm of non-intervention on which it continues to
be based is simply too great for the legality of unilateral preventive action…to be accepted.’42 One
reason Israel’s attack on (p. 669) the Osirak reactor in Iraq in 1981 was roundly criticized was
because it appeared preventive. That is, states did not believe that Iraq’s nuclear programme had
ripened into a tangible threat to use force, let alone a threat of imminent attack.43
Parsing different legal views on the use of force in self-defence before an attack transpires helps to
identify key areas of disagreement. Some disagreement flows from the imprecise use of language.
Further, various players start with distinct pre- existing moral commitments: some seek to limit—to
the greatest extent possible—the use of force in the international community, while others give
relative priority to a state’s security.44 These actors also possess different intelligence about the
threats and evaluate the evidence differently. Other disagreement may stem from the dearth of
actual practice in this area. Given a relatively narrow range of fact patterns, it is harder to compile
systematic state responses to different situations or to ascertain whether and how the law is
evolving.45 Finally, the various schools take distinct methodological approaches, including by
paying more or less attention to treaty language and different types of state practice.46 In short,
wide substantive and rhetorical disagreement remains about the lawfulness of using force in
situations other than manifestly imminent attacks.

IV. New Pressures on the Law
Three geopolitical and technological developments place additional pressure on the legal
framework. First, the spread of WMD (particularly nuclear) technology to rogue states raises
concerns about how those states may use those weapons and whether the states may proliferate
the technology.47 Secondly, the methods of transnational (p. 670) terrorist groups bent on
conducting spectacular attacks means that the traditional military signals forecasting an imminent
attack often will be absent. Thirdly, there is a looming possibility that cyber tools may be used to
conduct armed attacks. Given the speed and complexity of cyber attacks, requiring a state to wait
until there is ‘no moment for deliberation’48 before responding with force increasingly looks like a
requirement that a state should stand by and suffer an attack. These developments place new
pressures on the doctrine of pre-attack self-defence because of the nature of the threat and the
quantum of harm that would result from an attack; the probable stealth of delivery; and the speed
at which attack could arrive once launched. This section explores the impact of these new threats
on the law and the limited state practice in responding to these developments.

A. WMD
Certain scholars and states deem it imperative to update the self-defence concept of imminence in
response to efforts by rogue states (and potentially non-state actors) to acquire WMD.49 Indeed,
the self-defence posture in the 2002 US National Security Strategy appears to have been driven by
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concerns about the use of WMD against the US. It states, ‘Our immediate focus will be those
terrorist organisations of global reach and any terrorist or state sponsor of terrorism which attempts
to gain or use weapons of mass destruction (WMD) or their precursors.’50 Adversaries with WMD
may be ‘able to strike with little or no notice’ and, once they have initiated a WMD attack, ‘the
targeted state is likely have limited options for protecting its population.’51 In this view, WMD
capabilities produce a very different type of threat than that posed by conventional weapons—that
is, from the type of threat from which the Caroline test emerged.52 Sir Christopher Greenwood
believes that a WMD attack ‘can reasonably be treated as imminent in circumstances where an
attack by conventional means would not be so regarded’ because of the extreme risk to a state
forced to wait until the attack takes place and the impossibility of affording that state’s population
any effective protection after the attack has been launched.53 That said, in most cases the
potential victim state will face significant uncertainty both about the potential aggressor state’s
capacity and its intent to use (p. 671) WMD.54 Thus, the cost of failing to pre-empt an attack that
uses WMD is extremely high, but it is particularly hard to predict their use accurately.
One recent example of state practice causes us to consider whether states are changing their
views on the legality of pre-emptive self-defence, at least in the WMD context. On 6 September
2007, Israel bombed an industrial facility near al Kibar, Syria.55 The CIA later identified the target as
a nearly complete nuclear reactor, likely built with North Korean assistance to produce plutonium.
As Leonard Spector and Avner Cohen put it, ‘What was particularly notable about this attack was
what occurred afterward: the near total lack of international comment or criticism of Israel’s
actions. The lack of reaction contrasted starkly to the international outcry that followed Israel’s
preventive strike in 1981 that destroyed Iraq’s Osiraq reactor.’56 Yet it was clear that the presence
of the Syrian reactor hardly met the Caroline factors: Syria was some time away from producing
fissile material for nuclear weapons and further from producing the weapons themselves.57 Only if
Israel’s use of force met the Caroline test would there be a clear explanation for the lack of an
international reaction.
Several factual differences between the Osirak and al Kibar bombings may explain the radically
different reactions to them. Iraq, which was building its facilities publicly, allowed the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to visit those facilities. Syria, out of favour with the international
community, was building the reactor secretly with the aid of another disfavoured state.58 Shortly
after the Syrian bombing, the CIA provided a 12-minute video and an extensive briefing, making a
strong case that the target was a North Korean-built reactor designed to produce weapons-usable
plutonium (unlike Iraq’s in 1981, which could have been used for peaceful purposes).59 The IAEA
later discovered uranium particles at the site.60 Yet the different facts do not seem to entirely
account for dramatically different state reactions.
One hypothesis is that the threat of WMD in the hands of states with a track record of unpredictable
behaviour has caused states to shift their views of the propriety of pre-emptive self-defence
against such a threat.61 A single example of (p. 672) state practice cannot prove such a shift; only
time (and future cases of pre-emptive self-defence) can do so. Nevertheless, there appears to be a
growing recognition that the threat posed by WMD is distinctive in ways that affect how states
analyse pre-emptive self-defence.

B. Terrorist Groups
A second development is the rise of hostile terrorist groups that operate across state borders.
Assuming that non-state actors can commit armed attacks that trigger a state’s right to selfdefence,62 the attacks that these non-state actors commit also challenge notions of imminence.63
Terrorist attacks inherently rely on unpredictability, stealth, and concealment. Greenwood writes: ‘it
is far more difficult to determine the time scale within which a threat of attack by terrorist means
would materialise than it is with threats posed by, for example, regular armed forces.’64 Secondly,
many terrorist groups exist exclusively to conduct violent attacks on states and civil society; there
is little question that they intend to undertake attacks when they have the means to do so.65 Finally,
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efforts by terrorist groups to obtain WMD technology are particularly problematic because, unlike
with states, these groups are very hard to deter.66 Relatedly, because states often deem it
unpalatable or fruitless to negotiate with terrorist groups, the requirement that states exhaust other
avenues (eg diplomacy or sanctions) before resorting to force fits imperfectly into the traditional
doctrine. In short, terrorist organizations (such as Al Qaeda and Hezbollah) have proved their
ability to conduct extensive attacks against states across sovereign borders, and their tactics and
goals suggest a strong need—in certain circumstances—to use force against those groups before
they initiate an armed attack.

(p. 673) C. Cyber
Scholars have started to consider seriously whether and what type of cyber attack may rise to the
level of an armed attack that triggers a state’s right of self-defence.67 They have spent less time
examining when that right is triggered temporally. If cyber attacks can constitute armed attacks,
this raises at least two questions relevant to pre-attack self-defence. First, how should one
determine when an attack has been initiated, in a world in which a bad actor can plant delayedrelease time bombs or logic bombs in another actor’s computer system?68 Secondly, when a cyber
attack can hit its target in less than a second and when it may be impossible to determine in
advance what level of damage an attack will inflict, does it make sense to require a state to refrain
from responding to anything other than a threat of an ‘imminent’ attack, or even to act only in the
‘last clear window’ before an attack? These questions are compounded by the more general
questions raised by cyber weapons: how to attribute attacks; where the line falls between ‘active
defence’ and offence; how to gauge proportionality; and whether ideas of sovereignty limit how a
state may respond to attacks that pass through neutral territory. Each of these developments
challenges the traditional understanding of imminence. When the threat of an armed attack comes
from entities that possess WMD, a state may be unable to respond if it waits for the armed attack to
become ‘imminent’ in the Caroline sense. With terrorist groups, a state will often have little
indication that the group is about to initiate an attack. And for cyber weapons, not only may a state
not be aware that its opponent has initiated an attack, but there will also rarely be a ‘build up’
phase to put the state on notice that an armed attack is temporally imminent.

D. Guiding the Pre-Emptive Application of Force
In response to these three developments, some states and scholars have articulated dissatisfaction
with a legal rule that prevents a state from acting until an attack is virtually upon it. Then-senior
White House official John Brennan recently asserted that both the US and other states increasingly
recognize that:
a more flexible understanding of ‘imminence’ may be appropriate when dealing with
terrorist groups, in part because threats posed by non-state actors do not present
themselves in the ways that evidenced imminence in more traditional conflicts. …[A]n
increasing number of our international counterterrorism partners have begun to recognise
that the traditional conception of what constitutes an ‘imminent’ attack should be
broadened in (p. 674) light of the modern-day capabilities, techniques, and technological
innovations of terrorist organisations.69
States have not yet set forth in greater detail how they would redefine ‘imminence’ to meet today’s
threats.
Yet even those who argue for increased flexibility recognize the need to cabin it. Scholars have
done more work than states in this regard: some scholars have proffered factors for states to use
when assessing whether they may lawfully use force in advance of an armed attack. Michael
Doyle, for instance, would require states to assess four factors before using force: the lethality of
the threat the potential victim state would suffer; the likelihood that the threatened attack will
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materialize; the legitimacy of the victim state’s proposed action (assessed using just war
principles); and the legality of the target state’s domestic and international behaviour and the
victim state’s response.70 Doyle would require the potential victim state to attempt to resort to the
Security Council, but would not deem authorization necessary.71 Abraham Sofaer offers four
comparable factors or steps that a potential victim state would need to consider or undertake: the
magnitude of the threat faced by that state; the probability that the threatened attack will occur; the
exhaustion of peaceful alternatives; and the consistency of that state’s action with the purposes
underlying the UN Charter.72
Christopher Greenwood would revisit conventional understandings of imminence, arguing that a
state assessing imminence today may take into account the gravity and method of delivery of the
threat.73 He would also demand evidence that the state (or non-state actor) possesses weapons
and intends to use them.74 Likewise, a Chatham House project on the use of force in international
law states that, in interpreting the criterion of imminence in the face of current threats, ‘reference
may be made to the gravity of the attack, the capability of the attacker, and the nature of the
threat, for example if the attack is likely to come without warning.’75
(p. 675) In sum, virtually every scholar who offers factors to limit pre-emptive self-defence
considers the nature and quantum of the threat at issue; the harm that would likely result from an
attack; the urgency and specificity of the particular threat; and whether the state contemplating
action has exhausted viable alternatives—in particular, resort to the Security Council. Yet the real
problem in this area of the law may lie not in achieving agreement on basic principles, but in
applying those principles to real-world facts: how serious and realistic is a particular threat of an
armed attack, and what constitutes a reasonable response to that threat.76 The way out of the
endless debate may turn more on wider disclosures of intelligence by the state using force (of the
type that took place after Israel’s attack on the Syrian nuclear facility) and less on the law.
Those who object to pre-attack force reject any and all factors that would guide a state’s reliance
on pre-emptive self-defence. Rather than establish malleable factors such as those just discussed,
some critics would prefer instead that a state that acts before suffering an armed attack asks
forgiveness afterwards, based on the claimed rightness of its cause.77 Others question whether
such factors really would impose limits on a state determined to act.78 In any case, the recent work
on pre-emption suggests some level of consensus by those scholars about what alignment of
factors renders pre-emptive force lawful and legitimate.

V. Taming Pre-Emption?
The title of this chapter invites an antecedent question: does pre-emption need to be tamed? There
is a good argument that the doctrine of pre-emption has more bark than bite. States have only
infrequently relied on anticipatory or pre-emptive self-defence to justify legally their uses of
force.79 The US, for instance, defended its (p. 676) invasion of Iraq in 2003 on the basis of several
UN Security Council resolutions, not pre-emptive self-defence.80 The US missile strikes in
Afghanistan and Sudan in 1998 against suspected Al Qaeda targets arguably constituted selfdefence in response to a previous armed attack. The US legal basis for contemporary drone strikes
against members of Al Qaeda and associated forces in Yemen, Pakistan, and Somalia is that they
are discrete military operations in the context of an ongoing armed conflict.81 There clearly have
been cases in which anticipatory self-defence is either the best or the only explanation for a state’s
action—for instance, Israel’s bombing of the Egyptian air force in 1967 or its strike on the Osirak
reactor in 1981. But these cases are infrequent. Additionally, the backlash against the highly
controversial US invasion of Iraq—which many viewed as an exercise in pre-emptive (or
preventive) self-defence—may have led US officials to adopt a cautious posture towards future
military activity that relies on such a legal justification.
Why, then, do states continue to press for the legal acceptance of pre-emptive self-defence, if they
rarely intend to rely on it and incur political costs in doing so? One reason may be that states
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favouring pre-emption believe that the argument itself serves as a deterrent: it signals to other
states that they should be very cautious about undertaking actions that could credibly be
construed as pre-cursors to an armed attack. Another reason may be strategic: repeated public
assertions about the need for a robust doctrine of pre-emption may make the invocation of
narrower claims of anticipatory self-defence more palatable.82 A third reason—the one most
worrying to those concerned about pre-emption—is that states believe they will need to rely on
such a legal justification in the fast-approaching future, given the technological developments
discussed previously. In this view, these public defences of pre-emption lay the groundwork for
probable uses of force to come. In short, it is easy to overstate the importance of periodic state
claims about the lawfulness of pre-emption, but states are far from abandoning those claims.
As a substantive matter, has the international doctrine of self-defence evolved to embrace uses of
force that take place in situations further removed from ‘imminent’ attacks on the temporal
continuum? Possibly, though there is insufficient evidence to say with certainty. Sean Murphy
suggests that 11 September 2001 may have marked a turning point in how states view defensive
uses of force. He notes: ‘there appear to be significant historical periods where global politics have
dramatically influenced the way states think about uses of force, whether it be the bipolar
confrontation of the Cold War…or the post-September 11 period in which we now find (p. 677)
ourselves.’83 Michael Schmitt has argued: ‘ultimately, law must be construed in the context in
which it is to be applied if it is to remain relevant; and in the twenty-first century security
environment, insistence on a passé restrictive application of international legal principles to
strategies of preemption would quickly impel States at risk to ignore them.’84 Even scholars who
are sympathetic to narrow readings of self-defence suggest that we are seeing a trend towards
increased tolerance of certain pre-attack uses of force, particularly where the force is intended to
suppress terrorist acts or the proliferation of WMD.85
Wherever the law stands now, current technological changes virtually guarantee that the law will
not stand still for long. Some technological developments seem poised to drive the concept of
imminence even further from its roots in the Caroline test. The speed and stealth of incoming cyber
attacks, for example, suggest that the ‘last window of opportunity’ to act may necessarily be far
removed from certainty about an impending attack in order for self-defence to remain meaningful.
Other developments pull in the other direction. The ability of satellites and drones to hover for days
or weeks over targets and acquire detailed imagery of WMD facilities, for instance, may vastly
improve a potential victim state’s capacity to gauge correctly its opponent’s capacity and intent.86
That intelligence collection capacity may also diminish the danger of waiting until the last possible
moment to act, at least in some cases. Advancing cyber technologies may endow states with a
wider range of responses that fall below the level of force, allowing those states to avoid the selfdefence debate entirely. The international community is likely to hold high expectations that any
state using force in advance of an attack will share the intelligence that led the state to act preemptively (such as the CIA did after Israel’s al Kibar strike). This expectation will put pressure on
such states not to act in the absence of such intelligence.

(p. 678) VI. Conclusion
Pre-emptive self-defence remains one of the most hotly contested principles in the jus ad bellum. In
some ways, the stakes are high: the further international law moves (or is viewed by powerful
states as moving) away from Caroline-type principles, the more likely we are to see objectively
unnecessary uses of force that could destabilize the international regime. In other ways, the stakes
are manageable: there are few historical instances of pre-emptive self-defence, and the clear trend
in scholarship is to offer critical limiting factors, many of which states would likely accept as
relevant to their pre-attack actions today. The speed with which relevant technologies are
developing—and the physical speed of action that those technologies allow—ensure that future
conversations about pre-emption will implicate issues beyond our current collective imagination.
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